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Chris Cory Resigns:
Cory takes
post on Long
Island
by Ashley Stevens
THE COLLEGE VOICE
with reporting by Jenny
Barron
EDITOR IN CHIEF
Members of the college com-
munity and colleagues from the
Office of College Relations gath-
ered on Friday to say goodbye
to Chris Cory, resigning Direc-
tor of the office. Cory has been
named University Director of
Public Relations for Long Island
University, where his appoint-
ment begins April 8.
Cory says that his decision to
leave Conn is strictly personal
and in no way reflects on the
experience he has had at the
school.
"I was really happy here and
this college makes my job really
easy," commented Cory. "It's
been wonderful working with
everyone." He added that he
has enjoyed working with stu-
dents through the committees
reiated to his office.
"Everyone of those contacts
[with students] have convinced
me that Conn College students
know how to get things done
with flair," said Cory.
Cory has been Director of Col-
lege Relations here at Conn for
the past five years, duringwhich
time his efforts helped
strengthen the college's reputa-
tion and saw it rise from 41 to 25
in U.S. News and World Report
magazine's annual ranking of
national liberal arts colleges.
Long Island University, one
of the country's ten largest pri-
vate universities, consists of
three campuses, all in New York.
Cory, also a former Managing
Editor of Psychology Today and
an editor and Boston bureau
chief forTime magazine, is ex-
cited about his new job.
"Long Island University is
making an increasing contribu-
tion to the future of this region
and this country. It will be an
honor to help," said Cory, add-
ing that it would be quite a
change of scenery. He will work
with the University President,
as well as key administrators
and trustees, on "university-
~de communications, serve as
Lucas Held to replace Cory
ByYungKim
THE COLLEGE VOICE
went to college planning on ma-
joring in the sciences, and con-
sidered a career in psychiatry.
My freshman year I worked for
the school paper in the features
department. I liked it," said Held.
After graduating from
Haverford he went to work in
the public relations department
ofTufts University, but intended
to return to journalism. He got a
job at the Middletown press and
after years of doing just about
everything for almost every sec-
tion, he became the associate edi-
tor and ran the news room of the
daily paper. But change is as
predictable as the sun setting.
He got married in May 1994, and
decided it was time to make a
change. "My wife got sick of me
cominghomeat2:30 in themorn-
ing from work. But I wanted a
more academic setting. I enjoy
-the stimulus of ideas and -re- .
search. A five-alarm fire is inter-
esting, but it doesn't hold my
interest as much as learning
about Latin America or medi-
eval studies," said Held.
What Lucas Held was looking
for was a place where he could
learn more. With a full course
load and a variety of future ca-
reer options we can very easily
forget why it is that we are here
at a liberal arts college. To Held
the answer is clear, and very re-
warding. "I believe in the mis-
sion of a liberal arts college. You
Sharyn Miskaoitzl The College Voice
The College community bids farewell to Chris Cory, pictured here on
the right, as Lucus Held (on left) takes over as director of Cortege
Relations.
don't always go in knowing
what you are going to do when
you get out. If you move in lock
step with everything, you're li-
able to miss a step somewhere.
You don't know your path and
it's easy to get lost. It would help
if you had a map. I think learn-
ing how to think is a valuable
asset for anybody," said Held.
Held has found that Connecti-
cut College does, in fact, live up
to its billing. He works daily
with students and other admin-
istrators so he knows of what he
speaks. "[Conn College is a] re-
markable place. I am very im-
pressed by the students taking
responsibility on thecampus,for
helping to design the calendar
to creating their own web pages.
The faculty is thoughtful and I
am impressed with their articu-
lation of a set of goals for the
campus," said Held.
According to Held's grandfa-
ther, he has made the right choice
for himself. "My grandfather
told me the most important thing
about a job is that you keep learn-
See Held, p. 5
Some people go through col-
lege with a specific course of
study. They major in economics
or biology with specific goals in
mind. Lucas Held went through
college and the first part of his
life after college learning about
himself.
Held just stepped up to the
position of Acting Direcfor of
College Relations following
Chris Cory's departure. He
spends his time getting some
credit for the school, and for the
people he thinks deserve it. He
goes about his job with a quiet
love. He doesn't rant and rave,
and doesn't type too many ex-
clamation points. Held's career
is one of modesty. He shines the
spotlight on others.
Held graduated from
Haverford College in 1979 with
a major in English. His experi-
ence at a small liberal arts col-
lege laid the foundation for a
future career he wasn't expect-
ing. "When I was in college I
was either in the library study-
ing, or playing my trumpet, "re-
called Held.
While in college, Held began
training for a career in journal-
ism. By the time he was a sopho-
more he had finished an intern-
ship at a newspaper and figured
that it was his future career. "I
'player-coach' supporting the
public relations directors on the
university's residential cam-
puses, expand relationships
with national media, and edit
the university's magazine and
university-wide publications".
Lucas Held, formerly Associ-
ate Director of Public informa-
tion, has stepped up as Acting
Director of College Relations
until a replacement for Cory is
found.
"It was wonderful to work
with and learn from Chris," said
Held. "I look forward to con-
tinuing the efforts to share the
accomplishments of Connecti-
cut College with the various
publics."
"We will move fairly quickly
with the aim of filling the posi-
tion by mid-summer," said Don
Filer, secretary of the college, of
the upcoming search process.
According to Filer, the admin-
istration has already begun to
consider what it wants to do
with the position.
by Rebecca Libert
NEWS EDITOR
Connecticut College smokers
were surprised and displeased
this Friday night when they en-
tered the area of Harris formerly
known as the smoking section.
The partition was gone, and with
it the smokers' ability to light up
those after-dinner cigarettes.
There were notices posted on
the doors and on each table in-
forming Harris patrons that
"there will be no smoking in this
section of Harris."
The notice was followed by a
letter from Matt Fay, director of
dining services, explaining that
during Thursday evening's din-
ner food had been thrown
around the smoking section of
Harris. Gravy was discovered
on the piano and there were
mashed potatoes on the walls
and all over the floor. This was
not the first incident of excess
mess being found in the smok-
ing area; in fact, a note had been
posted before spring break ask-
ing patrons of the smoking sec-
tion to treat the area with more
care.
Fay feels that the seclusion of
the enclosed section has led
"somebody or somebodies to
take advantage of the lack of
observation by others and mis-
behave." Until the individuals
responsible for the mess turn
themselves in according to the
college Honor Code, the screen
Dining services removes
Harris smoking section
separating the smoking section
will remain open.
Not surprisingly. smokers are
angry with the removal of their
section, but some supervisors
have indicated that they feel the
section will be reopened shortly.
"It's apparent who is making
the mess, they'll either turn
themselves in or be caught
soon," remarked one smoker.
One Harris worker remarked
that if this hadn't happened over
aweekend, action (like an inves-
tigation) would have been taken
sooner. Whatever the case,
smoking students will all
breathe easier when their parti-
tion and their smoking rights
are returned.
-
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Ammirati officially named Ancient visitor lights up sky
The coma, or head of the comet is
D f F h By Jenny Barron composed of the dust and gas that ;urean 0 res men EOITORINCHIEF rounds the comet's nucleus. It~illtypi:Making its first appearance in about cally look round or, if the tail IS bright,
9,000 years, comet Hyakutake had.as- parabolic in shape. The coma will usu-
tronomers and amateurs alike looking allyappearfuzzy(likeinMareh),butcan
skyward last week. The cluster of rock be well-defined with sharp boundaries
and ice is the fifth.dosest comet to Earth when the comet isclose to the sun (inmid
. within this century, and one of the most to late April). Often there is a bright
visible in the northern hemisphere. It is central "star" to the coma, but the actual
reported1ythebrightestcomelin20years. nucleus cannot be seen directly.
ButifyoumissedHyakutakelastweek, When the comet comes close to the
youhaven'tmissedyourchancetocatch Sun, the dust and gas is pushed away
a glimpse of the ancient visitor. Another from the comet's head. This extension
celestial event may give you an even from the coma is referred to as the tail.
better opportunity to view the comet. Tails typically point away from the Sun.
Early in the evening of April 3, a lunar They can be straight, curved, or fan-
eclipse will be visible from the Ea~tern shaped. Acometcanhavemorethanone
US. This will provide an opportumty to tail which can be quite bright or rather
observe Hyakutake in a darker sky. faint.
Some hints to remember when view- Comet Hyakutake was discovered by
ing the comet: don't get upset if you amateur astronomer Yuji Hyakutake in
don't see it very clearly right off-your Japan on January 30 using a pair of high
eyes will probably take at least 20 to 30 power binoculars. The luminous green-
minutes to adjust to the dark. In addi- ish cluster of dots wascloseslto the earth
tion, try putting a paper bag over your on March 25 and will remain visible
flashlight, this will help your vision. through May.
By Kimberly Whittemore
THE COLLEGE VOICE
Last Monday, the administration an-
nounced that Theresa Ammirati will be-
come the permanent Dean of Freshmen.
Ammirati has been acting in that posi-
tion following the departure of Louise
Brown. The campus community was
sent letters notifying them of the new
appointment. Before her current posi-
tion, Ammirati served as Director of the
Writing Center and as an advocate for
students with disabilities and interna-
tional students.
_As coordinator for the learning dis-
abled and international students,
Ammirati had the challenging task of
reaching out to students on a personal
and individual level. She is patient and
knowledgeable regarding students with
Jearnjng disabilities and has long re-
ll}'lined an educator to faculty concern-
ing the needs of these students.
"Dean Ammirati is special because she
cares about the well being of the whole
person .... She is on your side and will
work with you until whatever needs to
be resolved is," remarked one student
with a leaming disability. This sort of
commitment to understanding, defend-
ing, and appreciating the learning dis-
abled and international students enables
Ammirati to empathize with students
who have special needs and-do so with
flair.
The college's deans share equal
enthusiam with regard to Ammirati's
appointment. "I think she will do a great
job. She has done a great job. I am very
pleased to have her on board," said Philip
Ray, associate dean of the college. Arthur
Ferrari, dean of the college, echoed Ray's
praise for Ammirati saying, "I cannot
think of anyone better suited to advanc-
ing the goals of the Dean of the College's
office: she is a humane supporter of
students who puts strong emphasis on
their intellectual success." .
"Dean Ammirati combines a high
comittment to academic excellence and a
strong contittment to student develop-
ment. She is accustomed to working
sensitively with individual students to
help them achieve their personal best
while still focusing on the kind of high
achievemeent that our faculty expect .
She is a greatasseslto all of us as Dean of
Freshmen. I am delighted she has ac-
cepted," stated Claire Gaudiani, presi-
dent of the college.
TEACHING POSITIONS available for certified and uncertified
teachers. We serves hundreds of public, private, and parochial
schools in CT, NY and New England. Over the past thirty years,
we have helped over 8,500 teachers secure positions. THERE
IS NEVER A CHARGE UNLESS WE ARE SUCCESSFUL IN
PLACING YOU. Call us to discuss your background and the
types of positions for which you are qualified. At that time, we
will be able to tell you if we can be of assistance.
FAIRFIELD TEACHERS' AGENCY, INC.
FAIRFIELD, CT
(203) 333··611 or (203) 335-3869
MYSTIC'S ARMY NAVY STORE
Downtown Mystic
Army & Navy Surplus Clothing
belts - berets - bandanas - backpacks & more!
Sunday- Saturday: 9am • 9pm
Fax & Notary Services
(860) -536-1877
37 West Main Street
34-36 Ban
(across
SOUTH SHORE LANDING
SELF STORAGE
230 SHORE ROAD, OLD LYME
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES FOR
CONN COLLEGE STUDENTS
CALL ALISON AT 440·3370 OR 434.5023
MAY THRU LABOR DAY
•• FLAT FEE - NO DEPOSIT ••
5x5 75.00 5xlO 130.00 5x15
lOxlO 200.00 lOx15 250.00 lOx20
150.00
300.00
LIMITEDAVAll..ABll..ITY .
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS EARLY
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NEWS
I-Pride week
promotes
cultural
awareness
ByAndris Zobs
THE COLLEGE VOICE
-Most people know that Unity House
lies somewhere in between Burdick and
the road. Few can claim, however, to
know exactly what goes on inside and
what its numerous clubs represent. In
fact, they all have very distinct goals.
Therefore, each club is given one week
out of the school year to sponsor events
that best reflect the goals of their organi-
zation.
This past week happened to belong to
I-Pride, which has, since Saturday, spon-
sored four events that stress the impor-
tance of cross-cultural connections. 1-
Pride's mission is to provide a forum for
people of different cultures and back-
grounds to sit down and discuss thechal-
lenges and issues they face. The chair of
l-Pride, [aniece Wardlow, says her goal
for I-Pride this year is to get the campus
to "start recognizing that I-Pride is an
organization that will listen to everyone.
,We've done all we can to allow people to
speak heartfelt in a politically correct
environment," says Wardlow.
To reflect the cross-eultural perspec-
tive of the organization, it opened the
week with a West African dance and
oIrom demonstration. During the drum-
ming, the 50 people there were on their
feet dancing after little encouragement.
To lead the demonstration, I-Pride
brought dance instructor Michelle Bach-
Coulibaly for the free event.
Wednesday night was the highlight of
Intercultural Awareness Week with the
theatricalperformanceofaward-winning
Broadway actress Vinie Burrows. Bur-
rows, acting alone and without sets, pre-
sented 15 women of different ages, races,
nationalities and backgrounds. This com-
ment on the trials and triumphs ofwoman
include lives from Ireland, Soweto, Italy
and the United States. According to those
in attendance in the Crow's Nest for Bur-
rows' performance, it was "powerful"
For Friday night, I-Pride sponsered a
dinner catered by restaurants Vanda Broo
and Luis Mirlas. A diverse menu of
chicken, plantains and jolof rice was re-
served for over 30 people. The final
event of the week was a Calypso, Reggae
aIid Merengue dance on Saturday night
in the 1941 room. l-Pride, a student run
organization consisting of a dedicated
executive board and a broad general body
of over 80 people, hopes these events will
'lJItegrate and diversify student lives"
says Wardlow. .
"l-Pride is only one of seven entirely
student organizations based in Unity
House. Wardlow stressed the impor-
tance that students realize that Unity
House is not off-limits and that anyone
can visit the house and participate in its
different activities. Wardlow pointed
out that many people in the overall cam-
pus community feel that you must have
some sort of membership to go to Unity.
In fact Unity is open to absolutely anyone
interested. If you are, you can attend 1-
Pride meetings every other Monday rught
at 8:00 p.m. at Unity House to say how
you feel.
Race and Ethnicity: Conn rumor
Lecture examines past problems and current policy
affinnative action is to ensure equal rep-
ByJim Lafayette resentation in areas such as the work-
THE COLLEGE VOICE place. Steinberg' sconcern is that in Wash-
ington D.C., affinnative action is being
"gutted," and that there is a "savage
attack on the Welfare State." He feels that
this will only worsen discrimination
against African-Americans.
Another more controversial subject was
the recent Million Man March led by
Louis Farrakhan. Steinberg said, that the
event was, "more ofa march in Washing-
ton rather than a march on Washington."
He bases this on the fact that while many
blacks were present at the march, their
aim was not to directly change any pub-
lic policy, but to demonstrate dissatisfac-
tion of inequality in general. A student
who was present, to whom I spoke after-
wards, was displeased with Steinberg's
opinion on the march. He thought that
the march was a positive event and that
conservative black political figures offer
some good ideas to African-American
communities. This student added that
the class differences cited by Steinberg
are just as powerful as racial ones.
In Steinberg's very thought-provok-
ing lecture, he expressed his belief that
racism isn't going away in the foresee-
able future. Bybringing together the long-
standing problem of racism with current
policies on affirmative action and wel- .
fare, Steinberg pointed out that these
issues will continue to be topics of dis-
cussion.
Students
Over 120American manufacturers need
you to assemble products at home.
Circuit boards, jewelry, holiday
decoralions, etc.Earn $280 10 $652
weekly. Part time/full time. Experience
unnecessary/will train.
You're paid weekly.
Call 1-602-680-7444ExtIOOIC
Extra Income for '95
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly
stuffing envelopes. For
details, RUSH $1.00 with
SASE to"
Group Five
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307
Dover DE 19901
Mexico/Caribbean $189 RT
Europe $169 OW
& Domestic Destinations
Cheap!!
IF YOU CAN BEAT THESE
PRICES START YOUR OWN
DAMN AIRLINE.
Air-Tech, Ltd. 212/219-7000
info@aerotech.com
http://campus.netJaerotech
mill is
"clueless"
By Jenny Barron
EDITOR IN CHIEF
It looks like the Connecticut College
rumormillisatitagain. The campus was
abuzz with the idea that movie up-and-
comer Alicia Silverstone was in the ap-
plicant pool this year.
But Timothy Cheney, assistant direc-
tor of admissions, says the mill is work-
ing overtime. Cheney laughed at the
idea that the starlet was considering be-
coming a camel. And Alisa's own PR
department told Voice Radio News that
there is no truth to the rumor.
So, it looks like Conn will have to look
elsewhere for a bit of Hollywood.
CAMEL HEARDS
"I've just discovered I'm not com-
patiblewith. anyoneon this campus."
-Morgan Hertzan
'1. swear to God. Ibit thai fucking
nurrs leg as hard as I could."
-overheard in Branford
e-lllUtd> "'''''''''~."bml_ "by • I""
Ol)fd4..,\!\,~-to be \ac\u4ed.in~t wWt!&
'vOll!iif&.fl!j!'if!/fIf . . •.. @%'f _040
HARVEST HILL
Package Store
.30 New London Shopping Center
443-4440
6-Pack Bottles J()·l'uck Bottles
$5.99
$5.99
$5.99
$3.99
Double Diamond 6pk BUs.
OregonRaspberry Wheat
St. Pauli Girl
Micbelob Centennial 6pk BUs.
Busch, Bust'h Lighl
$12.99
'liller High !.ife
$12.9'1
lz.Pack BotiIes
Heineken 12pk BUs.
Beck's 12pk BUs.
Bud, Bud Light, Bud Ice
Michelob, Micbelob Light
Coer's Extra Gold
$11.99
$10.99
$7.99
$7.99
$5.99
LIQUOR
Popov i.75L
Bacardi Rum 1.75L
Captain Morgan Rum 1.75L
Clydes Gin 1.75L
Boons Farm Wine
$10.99
$15.99
$17.99
$11.99
$2.49
PLENTY OF KEGS - ALWAYS IN STOCK
Student Government Review: Held--
Looking back at the Issues Project Con."...{gromp J
. ing," said Held.
recomendalions to the general assembly Being the associate director of public
soon. The finance process has come un- 1 ti has d finitely kept Held on his
der fire in th in the deba reaons eer m e past Ul e e te over feet. He has found that writing a press
when and how clubs should be funded. I . diff t than writing for the
Kristi P chair f d . aff . re ease IS I eren
. tin age, 0 ~ca enuc au;s", 'press. "I'm not speaking for myself, but
said that she feels progess has been made behalf _, . bl well-represented
. th fth d dvi bo ds on '" a siza e,
in eareao estu entathVlSOry ar . institution," said Held.
Page pointed out that e group pro- Held ma have quit the Middletown
duced the new ConnCourses handbook b t Yh h 't otten rid of his
thi hich tal ed d tailed d press, u e asn gs year w con am e e- ddi . umalis He just started
scriptions of most courses being offered a .• ction to 1
1
0 Artffi. d Music for
id th handb k wntmg artie es on s an 1by semester. She sai enew 00 H f d Ad t "Th ink iust
f the comi ill be publi h d the art or voca e. e Jor e commg year w e pu IS e . ." id H Id
soon. Page added that she felt the group gets IDdYhas°urveins. ed""'t e d' . t
... Hel return 0 aca enucs 0
ha
hasbeebn dealddUlgWlsedthmore ISSUes
t
than find out what he knows he does not
ve een a res m years pas, say- - b he i
ing that she meets with the faculty Istu- know. He is here to advertise, ~t e IS
d tli f th F ulty Steeri d really trying to sell an idea. The Idea ofen ason or e ac eenng an . '.
Conference Committee(FSCC) on a learning aboutlearning. .
weekly basis. "A person that IS not conscious of
Shedd admits that the assembly has their own ',gnoraI),ce ISonly more dan-
not addressed all of the issues as they had gerous," said Held. "When we know the
hoped, For instance, theyfound that,it. Iimitsofou5ownknowledgeweareable
was not feasible to organize'a conference 10expand.
with other NEACAC colleges. They also • ,"
found it difficult to monitor the college's
capital campaign, but Shedd said they
have made an effort to understand the
thrust of this year's campaign.
One thing that Shedd feels is very im-
portant for the assembly to address inthe
coming weeks is the billing process
through the Student Org!Ulization Fund
Office. He explained that the bills that
dubs and classes receive are usually not
itemized and are very vague.
"They[the finance office] promised us
a standardized price list," said Shedd.
"But we haven't seen that yet. II
The above issues are sure to come up in
the SGA executive board elections to be
held next week.
By Jenny Barron
EDITOR IN CHIEF
The Student Government Assembly
J1ilSSed this year's issues project back in
September, setting out the things that
they wanted to accomplish this year. With
about one fourth of the year remaining,
The College Voice took a look back at the
progress of some of those goals and tasks.
A 24 hour study room was recently
established in Larrabee to meet the need
created by the elimination of the 24 hour
space in the library. According to Dan
Shedd, SGA president, they are working
on getting more furniture for the area in
addition to a hotl cold water pot so that
students can make tea and coffee while
studying.
With the appointment of Theresa
Amirati to permanent Dean of Fresh-
men,Shedd said thatsludent needs were
mel. He pointed out that the search
committee found that there was a gen-
eral campus consesus that Amirali was
rightfor thejob. Shedd and Stacie French,
parlimentarian, both sat on the search
committee.
SGA made some progress on the issue
of evaluating the old Coffee Grounds
space. After holding a campus wide
referendum, the assembly recomended
that the campus bar remain in its present
location. Currently, Shedd says that they
are trying to establish a club in the empty
space. He explained that the spot could
be used for such things as comedians or
jazz bands. Shedd added thallheywould
like to establish a committee incharge of
coordinating events for the space to help
classes and clubs utilize the area.
The Finance Committee, headed by
Alex Cote, SGA vice president, is cur-
rently evaluating the finance process.
Shedd said they hope to present their
King Crossword
ACROSS
1Mexican
lunch fare
6 Whatthisclue
needs
12 Aplenty
13 1990 Redford
movie
14 Garland
15 King Arthur's
last stand
16 Glazier's sheet I..--+-f--
17 Shoppe
description
19 Equi-
10 Limp-watch
painter
22 Hair-eream
quantity
24 Two, in
Tijuana
27 Isinglass
29 Sweetheart
32 Recants
35 Lady of the
lIaus
36 Oppositionist
37 'Help"
38 Agent
40 Dismiss
42 Cornfield
comment
44 Regrelful
sort
46 Fe
50 Chinese
counter
52 Summon forth
54 Wear down
55 Vacillale
56 Snugly
ensconced
51 .....Cuckoo·s
Nest" author
DOWN
1 Norwegian
river
2 Ladd or Bates
3 In cipher
4 Mine output
5 Pasta base
6 Herring-like
fish
7 Macadamized
8 Ms. Gardner
9 Bore
measures
10 Adam's
grandson
11 .....in
7 '0 11
corpore _ ..
12 Space
18 Permission
21 Lalin I verb
23 Blood-type
group
24 Dicl.
description
25 Crew's need
26 1977 Lucas
movie
28 One of the'
stars of
wM*A*S*H"?
30 Bother
31 Enterprise
leiters
33 Seek
* $200 - $500 WEEKLY *
Mailing travel brochures. No
experience necessary, For
inforInation send a self-
'addressed stamped envelope to:
Drivers Wanted
Sell GOOD HUMOR ice cream
from 1 of our vending trucks.
Work outdoors this summer, be
your own boss. Routes available
in your area. Earn $650 - $950
weekly, male or female, Apply
NOW, not inMay. Call Monday _
Saturday, 9-3pm only.
1-203-366-2641
EUROPE
$199
$169
$219
$169
LONDON
FRRNHFURT
PRRIS
RMSTERDRM
MI~RN $299
fBresilt trem lew Yor1L mh B1BQIIBSedona RTPUfCh~se.faresdD
nit i1dOOffedefal taxes and PBssengl!f facilities d1aroes. which CaD
folaI between $19.95iIIId$3195. depending 00 tile dernnaNon, nor d~
1II!lli1c1udedep.utlre dla'ges paid diret"q to to fore~n govenullenls.
wi. ca. Itt. bII1IJeen Sl.OO ood $O.OO.I~1 S~denllO moq be
le~uired. fares ale subject to change. HestrictiDDS a~plq.
'alii for departures until 31 "au 1996.
EuropasSrlomS210~-CIEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange
On~, We~ 111p:I/W1DII.ci".'lolc~lt~hDm,.hlm
1-800-2-COUNCIL
[1-800-116-86241
Universal Travel
P.O. Box 610188
M;iami"FL 33261
ueullnan/ (lG.) Peter Galindu, USNR
Attorney, ludge AdJJOCale General C«p$.
Tooro LDu; Cetller, Classol 1995
300 Nassau Road
Huntington, Long Island, NY 11743
516-421·2244 Ext. 312 • 516·421-2675 lax
hltpJAYww.tourolaw.edu
TDDIlT1: 516-421.0476
Juris Doctor degree
LLM. for foreign laywers
FuIVpart·time, day/evening programs
damages
34 Take top
honors
39 Bluenose
41 Seedy
eslablish-
ments
42 "Brian's Song'"'
star
43 Singer Lane
45 Second·hand
47 Stood
48 Fine
49 Just out
51 Witch',
familiar,
often
53 Born
psge 10 Preparing slndents Inr real·wnrld practice.
-==-__ ~_--------------.=;ee:::..:ans=w~""~on~:ll~:.....-------------------- ~=:=~~~=~=__--.-.,
NO GIMMICKS
EXIRA INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPE SlUFFING -S800 - $8110 ewry_
F_DolIIlJe:SASE Ie>......_._n 1no.
11111Tom_ _I.
-. T_77II71I
"A good lawyer knows the right
questions to ask and where to find the
answers. Anyone can look in a book.
What makes the difference is learning
from the insight of others. That's what I
did as an undergraduate at Yale, that's
what J did at ramo Law Center, and
that's what I'll do as an attorney in the
JAGCorps. Thpping into a variety of per-
spectives can make the difference
between a good lawyer and a great one."
TOUTO'Sunique student-centered
culture offers a legal education in an
atmosphere of mutual respect, coopera-
tion and collaboration. Faculty are com-
mitted to proressional development and
excellence in teaching.
Touro graduates, like Peter
Galindez, are well prepared when they
venture into the practice of law in
today's competitive and ever-changing
legal environment.
I could ask
get answers."
TOURO COLLEGE
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FDA to speed approval of the fire are believed to be early workers near the farm in the remote Montana
cancer drugs who arrived to begin stocking shelves. town have begun circulating a petition
Authorities estimated the damage at asking the Freemen to avoid violent con-
over $21 million. frontation with the 100 enforcement
agents stationed outside.
Government officia1s have said that,
though they do not believe that the situ-
ation will tum violent, Waco and Ruby
Ridge are very much on their minds as'
they try to resolve the conflict inMon-
tana.
The two men who have been taken imo
custody have been called "dangerous to
the community and the community from
which you came" by the presidingjudge.
LeRoy Schweitzer and Donald Peterson
Jr. are charged with 55 counts of bank
and mail fraud, conspiracy, armed theft,
gun violations, and threatening public
officials. The two men, whose group
does not recognize the authority of the
federal gov.emment, shouted through-
out the proceedings which lasted about
25 minutes.
Schweitzer at one point shouted, "I
dec1are a mistrial." He threatened to go
on a hunger strike. Schweitzer has not
accepted food since his arrest.
President Clinton announced measures
Friday by the Food and Drug Adminis-
tration that would expedite the approval
process for new, breakthrough cancer
fighting drugs.
The new guidelines advise manufac-
turers on how they can get their drugs
sanctioned as quickly as new AIDSdrugs.
Under these new provisions, a drug need
onlyprove that itcausesa tumor to shrink.
Previous guidelines required proof that
a drug prolongs a cancer patient's sur-
VIval or quality of life.
Clinton, who lost his mother and step-
father to cancer, said the development
and approval process can take years, a
difficult time for patients and their fami-
~.
The President's announcement will
affect at least 100 drugs now being stud-
ied. The changes could take at least a
y~ar off the time oncology drugs take
being tested. It would also cut inhalf the
FDA's review of them - from 12 months
to six.
By declaring that the most promising
cancer medicines will travel through the
FDA faster, the Clinton administration
hopes to satisfy complaints from some
patients and drug companies that the
agency is too slow.
Fire kills 80 in Indonesian
shopping center
About 80 people are dead after a fire
gutted a shopping center in the West
Java town of Boger, about 40 miles from
the capital, Jakarta.
Rescue crews are still searching the
rubble formore bodies. About200people
were in the building when the fire broke
out near dawn on Thursday. Authorities
say the cause of the fire is stilI under
investigation. Smoke from the fire stilI
poured from the charred remains of the
building more than 36 hours after the
blaze began.
-The fire broke out on the top floor of
the three-story building that housed the
R..amayana department store. Itwas the
fifth fire to break out in the complex since
June 1987.
The firespread quickly to thetwo lower
floors, where as IIUlIlyas 2,000 shops and
stalls were set up. Many of the victims of
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European Union turns attention
to mad cow disease
Though intending to discuss changes
to their founding treaty, the European
Uniontumed itsattention Friday to what
they termed the continental problem of
"mad cow" disease and the panic that
has ensued.
The scare was touched off on March 20
when British officials acknowledged a
possible connection between bovine
spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) and
its human equivalent, Creutzfeld-Jakob
Disease (C]D).
British Prime Minister John Major came
to the summit to argue that the crisis had
grown into a European problem as con-
sumers across the continent avoid eating
beef. Major's Agriculture Secretary
stressed the importance of renewing con-
fidence in safe British beef.
The EU isconsidering a proposal which
would involve as much as $250 million a
year in contributions and assume some
700,000 cattle will be slaughtered.
Dozens of countries, as well as the EU,
have banned import of beef from Britain.
Thailand is the latest to do so, saying that
it will ban British milk and dairy prod-
ucts as well as beef.
Meanwhile, the British government
announced a $129 million plan to restore
confidence in its beef industry, including
stricter monitoring of cattle herds and
restrictions on the sale of beef.
Standoff continues at Montana
farm
Federal agents may be thinking ofWaco
this weekend. Even as two members of
the Freemen group were ordered held
without bail, the standoff continued be-
tween other members of the organiza-
tion and about 100 federal agents.
As many as 20 people are believed to
be on the farm, including at least nine
members of the Freemen group who are
under indictment on a variety of fraud
and civil charges. Federal agents have
been in contact with the group, but said
that there has been no progress.
With no end in sight, residents living
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Olympic Dame begins its journey
to.Atlanta
The Olympic flame was lit by the sun's
rays in a ceremony reminiscent of an-
dent Greek ritual this weekend. Ac-
tresses dressed as priestesses in white
robes stood amid the ruins of ancient
Olympia to begin the flame's journey,
which will end in Atlanta, Georgia for
the start of the.l996 Olympic Garnes.
The first runner of the torch relay wiJl
take the flame around Greece before fly-
ing to Los Angeles from Athens on April
26. There, it will begin its long journey
across the United States to Atlanta for the
July 19 start of the Games.
The first runner left the Temple of Zeus
carrying the torch and an olive branch,
escorted by a company of children. Two
white doves were released before his
departure.
First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton,
attending the ceremony with daughter
Chelsea, was among the speakers prior
to the ceremony.
Shuttle corrects problem, heads
home
The crew of the space shuttle Atlantis
~-,
• J\...-
.,
ITIRE1
touched down on Sunday after experi-
encing a temporary emergency. On Sat-
urday the cargo bay doors of the shuttle
failed to reopen after the landing of the
shuttle was delayed.
The 6O-foot cargo bay doors, which
radiate heat away from the shuttle, had
been closed for landing. But when the
landingwas delayed due to poor weather
in Florida, the doors failed to reopen.
ine doors must be open for the shuttle to
<produce water and to keep the shuttle
cool. There is only a four-hour supply of
water available without the doors open
The problem, which would have forced
the shuttle to land at an alternate site in
California, was resolved after about an
hour.
The five person crew is returning from
a successful mission during which they
docked with Russian space station Mir,
delivered supplies and dropped off US
astronaut Shannon Lucid for a five month
stay aboard Mir.
Two Atlantis astronauts also conducted
a six hour space walk outside the Mir. It
was the first time NASA astronauts had
worked outside a space station since
Skylab in 1974.
Yeltsin calls for an end to
Russian role in Chechnya
Russian president Boris Yeltsin has
called for an end to major military opera-
tions in the breakaway region of
Chechnya by Sunday. Yeltsin also an-
nounced that Russia will begin a phased
withdrawal of its troops stationed in the
region.
These statements were released in brief
excerpts on Russian television with the
full address scheduled to air on Sunday.
With Russian presidential elections loom-
ing in June, Yeltsin's re-election may de-
pend on his success in resolving the
Chechnya situation.
In Sunday's address, Yeltsin said that
despite a multi-step withdrawal of Rus-
sian forces, some troops would remain in
the breakaway region to counter any ter-
rorist attacks by separatist fighters.
Rebel fighters, however, have offered
no pledges to halt the fighting. saying
they will continue their resistance until
Chechnya is granted independence.
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'will continue to have: someone or something is up or down, in or out, hot or not.
Opinions don't reflect defenda~le facts, but tem~~.emotio~, which .n:8eq the
last thing you've read or (more likely) saw on tel~v~lon. And while ~ this IS taking
lace smitten citizens of the Brave New World will Sit on the couch With their remote
~trcls electric foot massagers-and hard-ore. We, however, willnotstandidly. The
satiric laugh isa powerful weapon, for it places more importance on the patheticand.
sad than the amusing and entertaining. Without speaking a word it says, "You'rese
pitiable Ican't dignify your actions wi~ any o~er resp?nse than to la~gh in your
face." It is more effective, moreappropnare, and Just plain fun.lfwe shift our focus
the Brave New World just may tum out to be a hilarious life. In the words of former
idealist turned humanity-haterGeorge Carlin,who does more than his shareof
laughing, "If you think there's a solution you're partof the problem." Amen, brother.
Jay Jaroch and Matt Malone
Earth House Column
Clothes should be bleached white, walls should be painted white, and paper
should be white too. This is what we're all used to seeing. The time to change part
of this is upon us. Lookatyour student directory or take a closer look at the Conntaet
next time. Have you noticed that these aren't quite white? On this campus we are
soon tuminggray. No, I'm not referring to the weather. This paper has been called
natural white.gray, and eye-eze, butno matter what we call it, there are Significant
benefits to this paper. It is unbleached, 100% recycled, has 50% post-consumer
recycled content, easier on your eyes, and CHEAPER! !!!! So, in summary, Springhill
Incentive tOODP® is better for you, the environment, and your wallet.
Here are the benefits of our new paper:
-100% recycled fiber (50% post consumer), eliminating the need to destroy virgin
forests for pulp-wood.
. • Made entirely from old newspapers and magazines, diverting materials from
landfills or incinerators
• Unbleached, eliminating the release of dioxin as a result of chlorine bleaching
used for white paper. Dioxin is a highly prominent carcinogen .
• Reflects less light as glare, easing eye strain.
«Cheaper, Incentive lOO®is less expensive that the bleached white paper we have
been using.
• Higher opacity, which means it does not show through when copied double-
sided.
• Multiple use, works inhigh and low speed copiers, plain paper faxes, laser and
ink jet printers. .
For a school that touts itself as an "environmental model" this is the only logical
choice that is both environmentally responsible and cost effective. So, next time
you Ire in the Print Shop, ask for unbleached, recycled paper. Remember, once we've
depleted our stock of white paper; unbleached.recycled paper will be the norm. The
only obstacle we face is that we are used. to looking at glaring white paper. Please,
as we shift to the environmentally responsible alternative, keep an open mind as to
its benefits and realize that each time you use it rather that white paper, you are
contributing to the health of our planet. You have helped protect trees, kept cancer
causing chemicals out of our air and water, and contributed to helping establish a
growing and vital new market. Purchasing and using recycled products dose the
loop of recycling. Reuse. Recycle. Purchase recycled products.
Craig McClure
Feminist Majority speaks out
against Voisce ad
Contrary to what the article "voice ad causes controversy" (March 5
issue) implied, the February 28Feminist Majority meeting was NOT held to
discuss the issue of free speech, nor the reasons the anti-abortion, anti-
choice insert was run in the February 27 College Voice. The issues of the
Feminist Majority are those of gender equality and lack thereof; and we
came together to air our feelings and reactions to the advertisement itself.
The Voice is not the enemy; our concern is that the insert was written by an
organization that strongly believes in the message its propaganda pro-
claims. In picking our battles, we have chosen to fight the one that has
implications far more frightening than the dwindling size of the Voice's
bank account.
As a feminist who believes adamantly in the right to choose, Iwas
predictably outraged by pro-life insert. 1understand completely the issue
of free speech and the precedent that would have been set had the Voice
refused to run the anti-choice propaganda. 1would be very disturbed if 1
thought the progressive voices on this campus could be silenced as easily,
simply because the College Voice executive board disagreed with them. 1
would, however, like to address the claim made by the previously men-
tioned front page article that "a number of Pro-Choice advocacy groups"
were contacted and invited to rW\ an opposing ad. The organizations
contacted were not advocacy groups; one was a group that was "neutral" on
the abortion issue, and the others were two different branches of Parent
Parenthood, which is pro-choice by ideology but is not an activist group. It
15 neIther the purpose of, nor possible for these organizations to pay large
amounts of money to spread propaganda on college campuses. It ~
unfortunate that the ideal group to deal with this issue, the National
Abortion Rights Advocacy League (NARAL), was not contacted. But
abortion issue activist groups are not a specialty of Jesse Roberts', and Ido
appreciate his efforts.
. However, Iwas appalled that such an extensive argument for the represM
sl,onof a fundamental right had been presented without a mention of the
VIews of the other side. While I give the average Connecticut College
student enough credit to be able to form his or her own opinion and not be
swayed by asingle piece of propaganda, thata college paper should address
such an lIlcredlbly controversial issue from only one side disturbs me.
Regardless, I~~der.st~d the issues the paper was facing, and why the boa~d
made the deaSlOn It did. But Ido not believe that all members of the Vorce
are as sensitive to the gravity of the issue as they professed to be. Iwould
lik~ to address a comment made to the Feminist Majority regarding the
Vatce's attempt to contact a prCKhoice group to obtain an opposing view. "If
M~stercard places an ad for next week, we don't call Yisa to let them know."
. Ir ,
The Brave New World
It's a Hilarious Ride i I.,
Huxley feared. that we would be ruined by the things we love. All of our great
conveniences and emerging technologies will relinquish our capacity and desire
to think and, as a result, we'll become an amused. yet confused mass sliding
toward our own self-imposed oppression r'ithout ever even putting up a fight.
The unnerving part is that he was probably right. Wi.th almost everything we
Americans receive in this country - politics, news, education, religion- coming in
the form 01: entertainment, the collective mind slowly withers from one that once
knew what itneeded toone that now only knows whatit wants. Normallywe here
at Sch1nooziIlg tend not to buy into the apocalyptic visions of paranoid retro-
1950s traditional values monsters, crazed environmentalists, "prophets" of the
second coming, AC.L.V. first amendment zealots who fear the Orwellian night-
mare, vote seekers, or anyone else who believes that if we don't listen to them
(which is usually their first objective anyway), the world will cease to exist. But
Huxley's vision is a different story primarily because of the wealth of evidence
that suggests it's actually taking place. What to do about it? Well, the scariest part
of Huxley's foreseen regression is that their aren't any solutions - or any that we'd
bewilling to try. But Schmoozing is a progressive column and we like to offer one
suggestion -laugh.
Satire has an enviable place in the realm of social commentary. At its best it
combines sound cynicism and wit with mild entertainment, the former being of
primary importance. It doesn't parody what's right, but rather what's wrong. In
doing SO it can fight what Huxley feared while providingwhat he knew we loved..
Consequently, it can be our most effective weapon.
While wecan't seem to help but laugh at thatwhich is entertaining, perhaps we
should also start to laugh at that which is pathetic and sad. Let's laugh at Jim
Caney, but let's also laugh at Pat Buchanan. Imagine how much attention "The
Noid" would getH the workers at the GM plant in Detroit burst theirgutlaughing
after he hurled out his "no more American jobs for Jose" platform. We'd be
booking Pat as an exceptionally average comedian on "Two Drink Minimum"
rather than having him separate the retards from the realists at the Republican
oonvention.OrlaughatthewholecontroversysurroundingRobertMapplethoepe.
Here's a guy who took an N.E.A. grant to deck himself out in leather, bend over,
and keep a straight face while simultaneously ramming a bullwhip up his ass to
thedelight of tax-paying onlookers. This shouldn't be controversial! Kudos tothe
camera man! This is the funniest goddamn thing we've ever seen, Laugh at
Hollywood, which mostly makes movies like Days OjThunder and Doum Periscope
and music like Def Leppard and Debbie Gibson then sees it fit to relentlessly
reward themselves at The Academy,Golden Globe, People's Choice, Blockbuster
Entertainment, MTV Movie, MfV Music, Grammy, Billboard Music, American
Music, Cable Ace, and Emmy Awards (and we're sure we've forgotten a bunch).
It's no wonder disease runs so rampant in Southern California with everybody
stroking each other offso much. Cetover yourself, folks. You made a movie about
a pig that talks -let's not get caeried away. If life imitates some of youc "art" then
we're in a deeper hole than we thought. Laugh at the California legal system and
the Menendez brothers, who wHl soon understand how their parents felt when
they were forced to their knees and repeatedly plugged from behind by a biggun.
After a oouple lonely nights with some of the elder hard-timers their previously
alleged sexual abuse will seem as tame as Grandma Moses on prozac. Laugh at
a group like N.A.M.B.L.A., who uses the legitimate ooncept of individual rights
so loosely that it's supJX>5eCl to include the right to fondle pre-pubescent ooys.
Seeing grown men proudly profess their pedophilia as a "lifestyle choice" is such
a egregious display of aberrant humanity that laughter seems the only logical
response. Just makesu.re that between chuckles you say, "Hey, Me. Jackson, pull
up your pants. This isn't Ancient Greece." Laugh at a society so enamored "vith
technology that it will create an en tire industry of gadgets tha t do exact! y what sit-
ups do. Laughat the family who gets its news from Hard Copy, then snuggles up
with Wrestlemania. Laugh at people who send their hard--eamed money to TV.
miniseries. Laugh at the people who find "Amazing Discoveres" amazing.
Laugh at Republicans who want to repeal the ban on assault weapons, then laugh
at the Democrats who think that the law aetuallydoes something. And most of all,
laugh at yourself. We all take ourselves too seriously - especially at this age.
As we all depart from the idealistic isolation of college, we must
concede thatchangingpopulac opinion only happens overtime. Meanwhile, let's
revel in themeny misfortune of man. Foras we slip into Huxley's Brave Nw World
,progress beromes increasingly difficult as opinions and emotions merge to form
unenlightened thoughts. These change from day to day. Without enlightened
opinion, whether it be from the left or right, we get what we have right now and,
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Implying that a Mastercard ad parallels the effects and import
of a tz-page. full-color anti-choice piece of propa anda
trivia1izes a senous and explosive issue and I find .g. ,It very
offensIVe. I do. not recall ever having seen a credit card
company advertisement advocate the oppression f. th th igh 0 womenby denymg em en t to control their ownbodi
d
es,norone
that encourage th~ endangennent of their lives by attem t-
Ing to rescmd the right to a safe and legal abortion. p
Use the inser~ as a reminder. Our rights were not given to
us; they ",,:~regamed only through the efforts of feminists and
other actiViSts after years of struggle. Unless we continue to
defend them, they will never be secure. "She's a child t
choiC~" was unpleasant. but effective in reminding ds~~
there 15 a very well organized, very well funded Conserv ti
th
o tl ave
.au:>vement at 15 constan ¥ .working to deny us that which is
fiiitd~ental. Roe v: Wade IS not set in stone, and the Right
Wmg 15 steadily chipping away at it. Legislation limiting
abortion access has allready been passed; in many stat
parental consent laws are in place. A bill denying the w es,
M di
ld omen
on . e cal access to ~n abortion in cases of rape and incest is
on Its way to beconung law, and on military bases it .
in'q>OSSib~efor any women to get an abortion, even in on!er :
saye her life. And if the Right has its way, this is onl the
~~~. y
Complacen~ is dangerous. Be informed, be active, and
d~fend your nghts. Because if you don't, you will lose them.
Kate MacLaughlin '97
President, Connecticut College Feminist Majority
Voice ad causes a stir
I was surprised to see the headline "Voice ad causes controversy"
o~ ~e f~ont page ?f the March 5 edition. Did you believe that
distnbuting a pro-life advertisement to every doorstep on an over-
whelmingly pro-choice campus wouldn't cause a stir?
Aside from that, I began to wonder whether Citizen Kane had
taken over as editorof the Voice. Printing a controversial ad and then
repo~~ on the controversy it caused amounts to creating news.
Your Job 15 to report the news, not make it.
Chris Colvin '96
The Communist connection
_~aving now been attending Connecticut College for nearly two
terms, I have observed that communism and communistic ideas
seem toconsiderabl y inform the public intellectual abnosphere which
surrounds student affairs. To name a few examples, a recent Earth
House column in the campus newspaper referenced the Worker's
World, last year a student produced publication called 'biophilla'
carried outright communistic and socialistic appeals, and that same
~de.mic term the campus newspaper ran a front-page headline
outlining 'the negativity of capitalism' when fovering the visit of a
self-proclaimed socialist speaker. Considering the sway that com-
munism has on campus, it is worthwhile to analyze the history of
c.ommunism in the United States to place this phenomena in perspec-
tive.
-The organized communist movement in the United States began in
1919,with the formation of nationally organized communist factions.
Inspired by the 1917 Russian revolution, radicals formed the Com-
munist Party of the United States of America (CPUSA) and the rival
Communist Labor Party (eLP). Both organizations went under-
ground early in their careers in emulation of the ronununist move-
~en~ in Russia. Most of the early members of these two parties were
unnugrants from tsarist Russia, and it was not until the 19305 that
mo~t of the membership of these parties were English speakers and
na~~e born Americans. The parties, as could be expected, were not
political parties in the conventional sense of the word, as they both
proclaimed their intent to overthrow the entire political and civil
system of the United States and replace it with a communist regime,
and believed that violence was the only possible way to effect this
change. This early revolutionary period was short lived, as events in
~urope showed that the worldwide spread of communism was not
UlUlU.nent.
. The CPUSA and CLP soon came Wlder the guidance and increas-
Ulgcontrol of the Comintern, which was formed todirect communist
mo~ements around the world to bring about world revolution, and
which was dominated by the Soviet Union. The Comintern merged
theCLP and the CPUSA in 1921,and ordered the fused party (called
the CPUSA) to cease functioning underground and enter the public
sphere. Due to factional splits, the CPUSA had little impact in the
'W0s, and the Comintern was frequently forced to act as an arbiter of
these clashes. The Sovietgovenunentwas able tointimately manipu-
late the ideological development of the CPUSA by settling these
arguments through the Comintern. By 1929, Soviet mntrol over the
CPUSA was so strong that party leaders Lovestone and Gitlow were
expelled. by Stalin for refusing to follow orders.
The removal of Lovestone and Gitlow ended the factional rivalries
within the CPUSA, and the onset of the Great Depression gave the
party a new opportunity to achieve their goal of establishing a
~unist regime in the United States. In the early 19305, The
PUSA led. strikes and demonstrations, and organized a national
protest against the rising unemployment rate. The party also at-
~ched themselves to other causes which were actually subordinate
to their political goals in order to attract the support of idealists who
Were not necessarily communists. Although their activities were
mor: public than ever before, the CPUSA was still a fringe group with
r~tively little influence or support, primarily because of the popu-
larity of president Roosevelt's policies. Because of this, and because
theSo . .th VIet Union supported the statement, the party publicly called
e New Deal American fascism.
Developments leading to World War Two, especially the growing
power of the Naziregime inGermany, altered Sovietpolicy. Because
the CPUSA was primarily under the domination of the Soviets this
caused massive i~ogical changes within the Americanooriun:mtst
movement. During thLs period, the CPUSA'began to try to attract lhe
supporto! socialisls and non..-adica1liberais whom the had ., --r y previ-
ously denounced, to attempt to slaunch the sp",,? of fascism. The
CPUSA actually ~t several thousand of theU members to fight
F~t UlSurg~ts In the Spanish civil war, militarily supporting the
Soviet wodd-wide anti-Fascist policy with brute force. This move
~as rompletely organized by the Soviet Union, and by this time the
PUSA had no independent organizational existence and can be
considered an ann of the Soviet Government.
Supported by a much larger group who were attracted 10the party
I by Itsan~-fasasm and.s.udd~ ~upport for Roosevelt (which reversed
the previous party posrtioe agaihsl Roosevelt' s New Deal) theCPUSA
~ to.w~eLd political power. Of course, the party's ~voLvement
":I~ socialist and non radical liberals and the party's original repu-
~ation and subsequent acceptance of presidential policy were all
dictated by the Russian Soviet government, to further Soviet goals. In
N~ York the CPUSA gained control of the American Labor Party
whi?, had .infl~ence upon both the Republican and Democrati~
parties,and inMinnesota they took control of the Farmer Labor Party
which domina~ed Minnesota politics. CPUSA control of the Farme:.
Labor Party paid off hugely in 1944, when the Democratic Party and
the Farmer ~bor Party merged, giving the CPUSA a major voice in
the ~ocratic Party. In addition, theCPUSA gained controlover the
Washington Commonwealth Federation, which had a large influence
upon how the New Deal was executed. By 1939, the CPUSA had
nearly l00~ members, and had become a political force to be
reckoned With, solely due to the guidance and control of the Soviet
government.
How~ver, ~hen Stalin .sought an agreement with Hitler through
the .NaZl-Sovlet pact, which asswed Soviet neutrality in return for
terrItory, the CPUSA was .commanded tochange their tune yet again.
The n~ con~ord th.e Soviets struck with the Nazi regime meant that
the anti-Fasost policy of the CPUSA was anathema, and therefore
had to ~an~~. The Soviets f~rced ~e c.PUSA to abandon its support
f~r anti-fasosm, 'and to again attack Roosevelt's policies and criticize
his support for European democracies. This change collapsed the
popular support of the CPUSA,and forced the party to scrap many of
Its front o:ganizations (such as the League of American Writers and
the Amencan League for Peace and Democracy). As thousands left
the CPUSA, th~ politi~ dout· the CPUSA formerly held evaporated.
These.n~ policy positions were disastrous for the CPUSA, but the
orgaruza~on ~a.s not in conu:ol of i.tsown affairs and was not capable
of operating LOlts own self LOterest, since every move it made was
controlled by and was in the interest of the Soviet Union.
When Russia w~s invaded b~ Hitler in, 1941, the €PUSA again was
ordered to stop theu stance agamst American intervention inEurope,
and to supportl American involvement in the war. The CPUSA's
sup~rt of R~~elt's war policies, and their call f9r a quick Ameri-
can ~tervenbon m the war were so strongly stated that the party
publi~y called any attempt to keep America out of the war treason-
ous. These new policies, which again represented a complete reversal
of previous positions, allowed the CPUSA to rebuiJd many of the
relationships which were severed during the concord between the
Soviet Union and Germany, and again were orchestrated by the
Soviet Union for Soviet interests.
Although the wartime American-Soviet allegiance made many
members of the CPUSA hopeful about achieving their goals (at one
point the party ref¥lmed themselvb the Communist Political As50-
ciationand tried to become the left wing of the Democratic party), the
developing cold was dashed their hopes of overthrowing the Ameri-
can political and civil system. After the defeat of Henry Wallace (who
was strongly supported by the CPUSA) by Harry Truman (who was
seen as a threat by the Soviet Union, who directed the CPUSA to
support Wallace), pro-Truman forl:;es in labor drove the CPUSA out
of the unions, destroying the party's main source of power. As the
cold war developed, the CPUSA was recognized as an ally of the
Soviet Union, and by 1950 the party'had lost virtually all of whatever
political influence it had left. After the death of Stalin, the hideous
mass-murders which accompanied his regime were revealed to the
world, driving thousands moreaway from theCPlISA until the party
consisted of only 3000 members. The organization limped on until
1989, when Gorbachev cutoff Soviet support for the CPUSA after the
party aiticized Gorbachev's reform policies, effectively destroying
the organization. About half of the remaining members departed,
leaving the party a husk of its former self. Without Soviet ideological
and economic support, the CPUSA was incapable of functioning
politically, and in 1994 consisted of approximately 10CX) veteran
members from the organization's heyday, exercising practically no
political influence.
Knowing this, we can state with kttowledge and evidence that
there has never been an -o..garuzeU national indigenous American
communist movement. Early in the CPUSA's history, its members
were mostly immigrants w ho tried to emulate the Russian Revolution
of 1917. Following this, the party became completely dominated by
the Soviet Union, and when that nation dissolved, the CPUSA was
effectively destroyed. At no point in its history did the CPUSA
operate without being influenced by the Soviet Union, and for most
of its history was utterly dominated by it, as can be seen by the
frequent 180 degree reversal of CPUSA policy for the sake of Soviet
interests.
Taking this into account, it can be seen that, like those thousand
left-over CPUSA members who long for their past success, the
ideological insincerity, oorrupt ideals, and vile methods of American
communism are still rattling aroWld after the fact, and are voiced by
many people on this campus with no relevance to the fact that their
sentiments never had any meaning on their own merit, and that even
the ulterior motive which served to shield the emptiness of those
sentiments has vanished. The current influence which communist
and commWlistic ideas has upon this campus is merely a shallow
rehash of communist sound-bites with absolutely no real under~
standingofthe history oftheCPUSA,and the people who are actually
expressing communist sympathies and making communist appeals
are simply re8ecting a desire to be ol:u.oxious, which they are well
aware that they~. Desirirlg to express their hatred and alienation,
they have not really based their actions, statements and writings
upon sincere beliefs, but actually are using the ideological trappings
of communism as a prop to help them to revel in how deranged they
are. Therefore, the 'influence' of communism on our campus is not
the result of a reasoned thought process,but is merely an involuntary
reflex action, involving nothing even approaching thought The fad
that some people who react to the regular spouting of this trash take
such clamors seriously and place them on the level of reasoned
thought shows that manypeopleseem torefuse toseebeyond surface
a.ppearances, and actually try to avoid exercising their mental facul-
ties. Up:oople here want to express their affinity forcommunism, they
havean~ttodoso. How~et,itmustberealizedthattheyprobably
only believe that they believe what they are saying.. and are really
frauds.
Rudolf B. Radna '98
Voice article slants
primary results
The February 17 edition of The College Voice contained two articles
~hich were offensi~e to many Conservatives and Republicans. The
f~t w~ an analysis of the New Hampshire Primary by Editor in
Chief Michelle Ronayne and Assistant Editor in Chief Jenny Barron.
The second was an editorial by Jay Jaroch and Matt Malone.
I In ~e article on the New Hampshire Primary, two fallacious
as~on~ wer~ made. The first was that "many mainstream conser-
vatives V1ew him [Buchanan] as representing the extreme views of the
party." Th~ Rep~blican party, like the Democratic party, is made up
of many wmgs, mterest groups, and think-tanks. Pat Buchanan's
support comes from social conservatives and populists. He is also
supported by elements not affiliated with the GOP such as nativists
and Perot supJ:X'rters. The majority of Republicans support the free
market and disavow isolationism. In fact Buchanan's economic
principles.are doser to those of Perot and of Secretary of the Treasury
Robert R~ch. Pat Buchanan has called himself the Huey Long of the
90s. He 1S far from part of the Republican philosophy.
The other inc~rr~ asses~ent was that Pat Buchanan is depen-
dent on the Christian Coalition. The Christian Coalition has not
picked a candidate. Were it to do so, Pat Buchanan would not be the
candidate. For the past six years Ralph Reed, its executive director
has led the Christian Coalition into the mainstream of the GOP. The
propensity of Christian conservatives to vote for Buchanan has
occurred despite the efforts of the Christian Coalition because Pat
B.uchanan is th~ onl~ surviving candidate to forceful1~ present so--
oally conservabve Vlews.
. As for th~ editorial written by Jay ]aroch and Matt Malone, I was at
fltSt left WithOut words. The article opened up with an attack on
Abraham Lincoln, the first Republican President. His ability to make
money was either maligned with \eftistanti.-eapitalism or incompari.-
son to the truly shady dealings 01: the Clinmns. "the editorial then
continues in a diatribe against \:heSouth. \' m a New '{Q'rker,oorn and
bred, but am infuriated by this nonsense as should every Amerkan.
Satire is one thing, good journalism is another, good literature is still
different. This diatribe was none' of the above. It was juvenile
misguided bigotry.
. ~h~s having rroven their credentials, these two upstanding
tndivlUals deal With the New Hampshire Primary. The assertion is
made that Buchanan won because of "bible-beaters." Actually this
analysis is faulty. The percentage of Christian Conservatives is in fact
lar:gher in Iowa, where Bob Dole won. Buchanan won New Hamp·
shire because he reached out to those displaced in a quickly changing
economy. Buchanan lost the South Carolina primary by a wide
margin because his leftist message is less relevant there.
The only true response to Buchanan is a rational one. Buchanan is
a bigotanda populist. Todefeathim thoseon the left and right should
take him on in issues and reach out to the confused and increasingly
angry electorate. We cannot afford to widen social discontent with
articles like that of Jaroch and Malone. Of course, there is the
possibility that the leftof center media is trying to split the Republican
coalition in the hope of another four years of decay under Ointon.
Ron Lewen berg '99
Tune into Voice
".
Radio News ,
weNI - 91.1
FM on.Monday,
Wednesday and
Friday at 5:30
pm
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An Evening with the stars: '
Awards and the Academy honored his verybeginningbut there were some other
father, Kirk Douglas, for his lifetime ca- fantastic nominees as well. Namely, An-
reer in Hollywood. The elder Douglas thony Hopkins who played the title role
recently suffered a stroke but despite his in Nixon. He protrayed Nixon's two sides
ill health was a proud and enthusiastic very well and while he may not have
recipient of the award. looked much like the deceased presl-
Best Suppqrling Aclrf-"i:, I r .', ' dent, he captured II)JlllY of 1Us manner-
While the winner might have been a • isms very well.
suprise to the audience, it-seems none Best Actress: '
was caught more off-guard than the' This category was a tough call in my
winner's father. Mira Sorvino took the mind, though Iwas fairly certain that it
Oscar for her performance of a prostitute would go to Susan Sarandon for her por-
in Woody Allen's Mighty Aphrodite. trayak of a nun in Dead Man Walking.
Sorvino said in receiving the award that Sarandon's performance was heartfelt
when they gave her this award they were .and believable but hers was not the only
honoring her father, who lftug\lt her ,e~: . performance?f note.
erything she knew. Paul s'prvlno, who . Hadthedec1SlOnbeenuptome,Sharon
most recently gave a fantastic perfor- Stone would have won for her outstand-
maneeas HeIV>' Kissinger in Nixon.was ing job at h~ldijlg her own with the likes
moved to tears by his daughter's words. of Robert VeNiro in Casino. Itwas a dark
So were many easily mllved, people ,¥,d violent film but her Ij"rformance
watclting at h,ome (snil£, ~Itiffl.,. ~as spectacular ..Itwas a true showcase
Sorvino would not have been my pi~k. of he~ ~ili\y and .she is another actor
I would have gone with Kate Winslett often noted for her good looks but not
from Sense and Sensibility or Joan Allen her acting skill. It seems a shame that she
from Nixon, a fbm.· sorely issooftenut1derrated;she':e~llyhasalot
underrepresented at the' Oscars. jn my .oftalent as an actress.
opinion Nixon should have gotten a nod And I would be remiss if I did not
in the Best Picture category., ' mention the performance of Elizabeth
Best Supporting Actor: Shue in Leaving UlS Vegas. This is an
Anyone who saw The Us",,1 Suspects actress that has gone from films such as
would have told you that Kevin Spacey Adventures in Babysitting and Cocktail to
was clearly the best choice from this cat- givingwhatI would call the performance
egory.This picture was one that kept y"!u .ot a lifetime as a prostitute desperately
not only interested but gtje¥ingright up seeking love a.I)d attention even if that
until the linal moments and Spacey made means living with an alcoholic she knows
his character very believable. It was also she can never change.
suprising to me that The Usual Suspects ,Best Song: .' " '
did not receive more attehtion from the I am sony but, blech, blahh, and yuck
Academy. Ifyou have yet to see it, be sure to all the ~ngs nominated Iin this cat-
to rent it. ' ' egory, Ic~ot believe there was nothing
While Spa~ey was the dear winner in ~orthy of ~iru)ing. And I actually had t'l
my mind, I need to point oul that Brad l~ave the room when Bryan Adams
Pill gave a suprisingly weU acted perlor- stepped qn stage to sing "Have You Ever
mance in 12 Monkeys. That ~ibn show~d Really Loved a' Woman?" which I per-
that he could do more than rip off his sonally feel i~, a song that should be
shirt and show off his good looks; linally banned from all radio stationS.
he found a fibn that showed he could act. Thewinnh",as the only tolerable song,
Best Actor: "Colors of the Wind," from Pocahontas. If
Nicolas Cage plays a rrianallempting the song by Brian Adams 'had won, I
to drink himself to death in Las Vegas. would have been forced to remove the
Do we need any other contenders in the radio from my car, as they would have no
category? Cage was a sure thing from the doubt given it even more airtime.
,> ,
By Michelle Ronayne
EDITOR IN CHIEF EX OFFIOO
Models showed 011 the costumes, a
performance group narned Stomp played
out the sound ellects and Whoopie
Goldberg cracked a lew jokes, but it still
!!!led to jazz up the 68th Annual Acad-
emy Awards ... it just made the show
l(fnger.
This year the annual awards show hit a
new record as the show finally finished
at 12: 30 am, just three and half hours
after it began. There is little doubt that
the performers deserve the awards bu t
the awards show always leave viewers
asking the question: What becomes of all
that talent when performers walk up to
the stage to present an award? Hey, they
are just reading and some even seem to
have trouble with that.
But at least they look good, or so they
think. The women were trying to model
themselves alter the Hollywood starlets
of yesteryear and while some captured
the elegant simplicity quite well others
took it too far. Winona Ryder should
really sue whoever did her hair.
Still, the evening is always an impor-
tant one for Hollywood dwellers and
moviegoers alike, a tribute to those who
light up the screen with their magnetic
performances. The evening was not a
total loss; there were some poignant
moments and a few funny ones as well-
apl'aIen\:\y not aU presenters lose their
acting skills when they go to give an
Arard. Tbis year as always there were
somesuprising and some not so suprising
winners.
The most heartfelt moment of the
evening came in the form of the
appearence of Christopher Reeve. He
made an appeal to movie makers and
Hollywood in general to keep producing
fibns that are high in social values. The
audience gave the heroic actor a standing
ovation when he arrived on stage.
Lifetime Achievement:
It could be &aid that in this category, it
is the year of the Douglas. Michael Dou-
glas was honored at the Golden Globe
Best Director:
While itwas not ashockthatMelGibson
won for Braoeheart , he would not have
been my choice. As an avid moviegoer, I
overlooked even going to see this par-
ticular film, a shock as I saw most of the
lilms that recieved Oscar nominations.
Braoeheart appeared far too violent for
my taste. This is why I am somewhat
surprised that the Academy would pick
the director of such a film. I thought
Braoeheart would undoubtedly take a
few awards for art direction, makeup or
costuming. It did win the award for
makeup but not the other two categories.
While I thought that the award should
have gone to Mike Figgis for Leaving UlS
Vegas , I thought they might give it to
Babe's director, Chris Noonan because
that was a feel-good film. While Iwould
have wanted to flee the country if it had
won, 1 thought for consistency's sake
they would go with Babe for best direc-
tion and Best Picture.
Best Picture:
Okay, they did go with consistency
and the big winner of the evening was
Braoeheart. I personally think some films
were overlooked in this category as I
mentioned earlier, particularly Nixon. But
of those nominated I would have gone
with Emma Thompson's adaptation 01
Sense and Sensibility. Thompson did take
the oscar for best screenplay adaptation,
which she deserved as she added hu-
morous moments to what could have
been a very dry adaptation of Austin's
novel.
So? while there were some suprises,
most of the winners were deserving of
their awards. The critics had guessed
who most of the winners would be but
may liad figured that Apollo 13 would
win for best picture. I noted with great
interest that in the category of best score,
they had divided the category into two
sub-sections; best dramatic and best co-
medic, a division they may want to con-
sider acro&Sall the categories. It is, after
all, awfully difficult to compare a movie
about a little piggy with a movie about
men at war.
Muppets Tonight!
By Jesse Roberts
THE COLLEGE VOICE
-Who says that prime-time variety
shows are dead? "Muppets Tonight!",
ABC's current Friday night prime-time
slot, debuted on March 8, bringing
Muppet Iavorites Kermit the Frog, Miss
Piggy, Fozzie Bear, and Gonzo back to
~evision to rub elbows with current
celebrities BillyCrystal, Michelle Pfeifler,
Garth Brooks, MartinShort, Tom Arnold
and more.
-An updated version of the original
1976-81 "The Muppet Show", "Muppets
TOnight!" doesn't take place in the well-
known Muppet Theater, but instead on
the set of a Hollywood-based TV station
WMUP. While skits occur on-<:amera,
scenes are also constantly occurring olf·
camera as well, mimicking the chaos of
TV studio production. Shots of audience
viewers also pop in from time to time;
critics Statler and Waldorl mock the show
from lounge chairs at home these days,
their nurse propped in the background.
All together, a fast-packed variety show
erupts Muppet humor throug!)out the
half-hour show. .
The set isn't the only major differehce
in the show: several changes exist
throughout the entire program. New
characters dominate the sets, while clas-
sic Muppet characters play ;ru"or or
cameo roles throughout the program.
The rationale behind this is that the clas-
sic Muppets are movie stars these days,
as in the 1992 Muppet Christmas Carol or
in this year's Muppet Treasure Iskmd. The
new characters have been added to be
the TV stars. An intermingling between
the two generations gives the audience
bothitsMuppetnostalgiaasweliasmod-
ern-day Muppets, such as the rastafarian
TV host Clifford.
Voices too, havechangedalittle. long-
time Muppeteer Frank Oz, continues to
speak for Miss Piggy and Fozzie Bear,
while Steve ,Whitmire, who shares Jim
Henson's soft-spoken Southern sensibil-
ity, was crowned the n,ext 1Cermit after
Henson's May 15, 1990 death. The for-
mat of the Muppet variety show. has
changed as well. The current TV show
has fewer clever, original skits that gave
the original Muppet show' its succe&s,
and instead: has more skits that parody
movies and television shows. BillyCrys-
tal and MisIr Piggy perform a WhenHi:lrry
Met Sally spopf ("When Harry Met
Piggy") Otherporcineparodiesareprom-
ised of both Baywatch ("Bay of Pigs
Watch") and Star Trek ("Deep DishNine:
The NextGeneration of ...Pigs inSpace!").
Some critics worry the Muppet show
may lose its sense of art; settling instead
fot parody and TV comedy.
These many changes between Muppet
shows reflect deeper changes occurring
far behind the scenes at Jim Henson Pro-
ductions. After Henson's death, son Brian
Hensbn took over the reigns of the corpo-
ration, and taking the title of his father,
CEO of Jim Henson Productions. At the
time the comp;';'y was undergoing sev-
eral Iinancial troubles, and a pending
buyout of Jim Henson Productions by
Disney that would have secured these
woes began i" lall apart soon after
Henson's death.Only alter a mass licens-
ing of th~ Muppet characters, making
-:deo, record, and merchandising deals,
did the corporation began to lind a stable
s
ground that was finalized with the suc·
cess of the 1992 Muppet Christmas Carol.
Now six years after creator Jim
Henson's death, and 20 years after their
original appearance, the Muppets are
back and better than ever. "Muppets
TOnight!" airsFridaysfrom8:30-9:()()p.m.
on ABC.
TEACH ENGLISH IN KOREA -
Positions available monthly. B.A.
or B.S. degree required.
US$ I8,500 - $23,400/yr.
Accomodation & round-trip
airfare provided. Send Resume,
copyof diploma and copy of
passport to: Bok Ji Corporation,
Chun Bang Bldg., 154-13
Samsung Dong, Kang Nam Gu,
Seoul, Koprea 135-090.
TEL: OII-82-2-555-JOBS (5627)
FAX: OIl-82-2-552-4FAX (4329)
\
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(1) Open 10students graduating from an accredited Four Year College, Graduate School. Junior College, Community College, Trade School or Nursing School or Graduate Students enrolled in
$1,251.00 Graduate School who have or will graduate between October 1, 19S4-january 3, 1997. (2) 1996 Ranger XLT Regular Cab 4X2 with PEP 864A. MSRP S12,51O excludes title, taxes, license
fee, and Massachusetts emissions. Lease pmt basedon avg cap cost of 97.94% of MSRP lor 24 month closed-e~d FordCredit Red Carpet leases purchased in the RegIOnttlrough
12/31/95. Some payments higher, some lower. See dealer for paymentaerms. Lessee may have.opuon to buy vehicle atlease end at price negottated with dealer at Signing. lessee
responsible for excess weaotear and mileage o~er 24.000 at S.15Imite. Credit approvaVins~rabllity det~rrnined by Ford Credit. For special lease terms, S600 RCl cash back, and $400 Ford
College Graduate cash back must take new retail delivery from dealer stock by 412196. ReSidency restrictions apply, see dealer for details. Payments total: $3,355.05. (3) Test Orive/PlzZa
Offer: Each test drive participant will receive one coupon for one free Papa Gino's large cheese pizza. One coupon per customer. Allow 4-6 weeks lor delivery of coupon. Must present anginal
test drive coupon. No reproductions accepted. Good wIlile supplies last. No purchase necessary. Dealerships reserve the right to refuse a test drive at any time for any reason. (4) Inp
Giveaway: Limit one entry per person. No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited. Entrants must b.e18 years or ~Id~r with vaJi~ driver's license from ~ew York or New En.oland states. Entries must be postmarked by June 30, 1996. One
trip for four to Aruba will be awarded. Travel restrictions apply. Winner to be selected by random drawmg. Odds of wmnmq dete~med by number of entnes. Win~r responSible for all federal, state and local taxes. To enter or for official rules
and complete details see participating dealer, or send a stamped, sett-acoressed envelope for a copy of rules, and/or a 3X5 card With your name, address, date of birth, and phone number to enter to: New England Ford Aruba Giveaway, P.O.
Box 1838, Evanston. IL 60204-9846.
'96 Ranger XLT
24-month tecee
24,000 mile tow mileage
Red Carpet Leuae
A& a college graduate, you've probably learned how to have ~un
without &pending a lot o~money. And that could be whether
you're cooking or driving. That'& why, a&a coUegegraduate~') you
may quali~y ~or &pecial graduate program& with a~~ordable lea&e
payment& a& low a& $'40'" a month on a 24 month, 24,000 mile
low mileage Red Carpet lea&e available at your Ford
Dealer, Plu&, juM by test driving a new Ford you'll
receive a coupon ~or a ~ree Papa Gino'& pizza'!'
And while you're there, be sure to regi&ter to
win a trip ~or ~our to Aruba'." For more in~or-
mation see your New england Ford Dealer today or 96 Contour GLSpecial Low payment6
~ind a take-one di&play on your college campus.
NEW ENGLAND 'ea~
I-mmmi 9\~S.
FORD DEALERS ~~
(2) Downpayment
(Net of College Grad Cash)
Refundable Security Deposit 150.00
First Month's payment 140.21
Cash Due at Signirlg" $1.541.21
• 'Excludes tax and other fees
.,
Claire Shocks Conn with alleged
drug trafficing and money landering
By Jason Salter
- ACTING FEATURES EDITOR
President Gaudiani was
forced to step down today un-
der allegations of criminal mis-
chief, drug trafficking and
money laundering. Police con-
fiscated several pounds of mari-
juana, cocaine, and Ritalin from
her office and obtained a search
warrant for her house.
Other top deans and officials
are also under investigation for
the alleged drug operations.
With the lack of any other fac-
ulty to take the position, a man
by the name of Joe from the cus-
todial department has now be-
come acting president, dean of
s.t\ldents and head of campus
safety.
Students watched in horror as
President Gaudiani, Dean
Ferrari and the entire Fanning
office building were escorted
iRto waiting police cars. Drug
sniffing dogs and DEA officials
searched the premises for other
signs of criminal activity but re-
fused to reveal their findings
stating only in disbelief that,
"this isbad."
Police have been monitoring
the alleged drug trafficking ac-
tivi ty facilita ted by our own
Campus Safety for the past few
months. Drugs were smuggled
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1. Waterworld starring Kevin
Costner (Columbia TriStar
Rated: PCl3) Last Week No.1
2. Under Siege 2: Dark Terri-
tory Steven Seagal (Warner R)
No.2
3. Dangerous Minds Michelle
Pfeiffer (Buena Vista R) No.6
4.The Net Sandra Bullock (Co-
lumbia TriStar PG-13) No.5
5. Desperado Antonio
Banderas (Columbia TriStar R)
fired as he attempted to pin alle- No.4
gations on them. The Food and . 6. To Wong Poo, Thanks for
'DrugAdrninistrationwasquick Everything! Julie Newmar
to' investigate the food services Patrick Swayze (MCA/Univer-
at Connecticut College for serv- sal PG-13) New Entry
ing food "unfit for human con- 7. Something To Talk About
sumption." Julia Roberts (Warner R) No.7
Students overcome by the loss 8. Showgirls Elizabeth Berke-
of their senior officials were eas- ley (MGM/UA NC-17) No.9
ily persuaded when word of the 9. Nine Months Hugh Grant
shutdown of all dining haIls on (FoxVideo PC-13) No.8
campus was announced along 10. Hackers [onny Lee Miller
withtheparticipationofthegen- (MGM/UA PG-l3) No. 26
erous people at Domino's Pizza 11. Clueless Alicia Silverstone
who agreed to' feed pizza for (Paramount PG-13) No. 10
breakfast, lunch and dinner to , 11. Jeffrey Steven Weber
the starving and shaken' stu- (Orion R) No. 12
dents. 12. Beyond Rangoon Patricia
As his first move as acting Arquette (Columbia TriStar R)
president, Joe announced. that No. 11
classes w~e canceled 'J"til fur- . 13, Virtuosity Denzel Wash-
thernotices I'" all faculty mem- ington (Paramount R) No. 13
bersareunder investigation. His 14, Copycat Holly Hunter
promotion to his new position (Warner R}New Entry
finally gave him an opportunity 15. Jade David Caruso (Para-
to activate his long awaited plan mount R) No. 14
oftumingCrozier-WilliamsStu- 16. Die Hard With A Ven-
dent Center into an enormous geance Bruce Willis (Fox Video
water park complete with a 60' R) No, 15
curling water slide and high 16.ThelndianintheCupboard
dive. Hal Scardino (Columbia TriStar
With the blue prints in hand, PC) No. 25
he quickly secured the lunds that 17. First Knight Sean Connery
hadn't been frozen by federal (Columbia TriStar PG-13) No.
agents and construction should 17
begin next week. 18. Lord Of Illusions Scott
Federal agents will be com- Bakula (MGM/UA R) No. 18
pleting their work within the 19. The Big Green Steve
next 48-72 hours and normal Guttenberg (Walt Disney /
campus liie will resume, Until Buena Vista PC) No, 22
thattirne,studentsareinstructed 20. While Ybu Were Sleeping
to await the arrival of their tu- Sandra Bullock (Buena VistaPG)
ition refunds and pizza at their No. 19
doors on April Fools Day. _
via blue Chevrolets bearing the
Connecticut College emblem
from North campus to South
campus in so called "routine pa-
trois." Head of campus salety
Jim Miners was nowhere to be
found for comment and is as-
sumed to have fled the country
for a small island in the Baha-
mas taking allof the money from
parking tickets with him.
When asked to comment on
the current situation and his re-
cent promotion, Joe, the acting
chair and head of the college
stated simply, "wow, this is a
pretty big office."
The office of the controller in
Hartford, Connecticut, as well
as several Swiss banks have con-
firmed suspicions that the re-
cent rise in tuition has been di-
rectly linked to the drug sales
and purchase of a new.90' luxury
yacht for president Gaudiani
aptly named "The camel."
The Financial Aid office was
quick to respond as well, and
promised that all students
would be receiving full refunds
for their tuition checks in the
mail in the next few weeks.
The raid on the Fanning Com-
pound, as it is now beingcalJed,
was conducted after a tip-off
from head of dining services
Matt Fay, His efforts to black-
mail the administration back-
- HAPPY APRIL FOOL'S DAY!
Redefining
higl1er-
education
, Come spend-part of yom:..evenin 1Witll epr 1 .'
sentatives from the courltry's pr~emin~t Itfad- ~
ership trainer-the National Outdoor Leader;. '" r
ship School. Whether you dream of kayakin~ f
climbing, hiking or skiing, NOLS.is the place •
to hone your skills, develop your leadership,
and enjoy an adventure with new friends in the
wilderness.
April 4, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Student Center
Sponsored by NOLS
NOLS
1996 FALLMARKETING
OPPOR11JNlllES AVAILABLE
.....T&T is seeking ambitious, sales-oriented
students to participate in OUf 7-day
on-campus marketing program selling
AT&T products & services. Hours are
flexible with top compensation &
bonuses. Must be available 1-2 weeks
pricx to the start of classes. We need:
!J8if STUDENT
CAMPUS MANAGER
To be responsible for overall event
Implementauon, daily management &
training of student group. Requires
strong leadership ability. Prior manage-
merit/sales-related experience a plus.
!J8if ASSISTANT STUDENT
CAMPUS MANAGER
To manage a group of students on a
daily basis and assist with overall even!
implementation. Sales/leadership experi-
ence a plus.
AT&TSTUDENT
REP/CAMPUS GROUP
To act as our on-campus representatives.
Must he outgoing and sales-oriented.
To find QUi more about these great
opportunities, call t 800 592-2121, ext.
336 or 337. Or send resume to Campus
Dimensions, Inc., AT&T Recruitment,
Ann.: TP, 1717 Arch Street, 33rd Floor,
Philadelphia, PA 19103,Of fax: 215 568-1701.
E<f.IaJ Opportunity Employer
This Week In History
Top Video Rentals
On April 6, 1712, slaves in
New York revolted; six commit-
ted suicide and 21were executed
". April 6, 1789, regular sessions
of the first U.S. Congress began
inFederalHaIlinNewYorkCity,
then the capitol ". April 2, 1792,
the Coinage Act established the
U'S. Mint in Philadelphia ".April
6,1830, Joseph Smith organized
the Mormon church in Fayette,
N,Y .. " April 3, 1860, the first
Pony Express began between
Sacramento, Calif., and SI. Jo-
seph, Mo. ". April 6, 1909, Ad-
miral Robert E, Peary reached
the North Pole on his sixth at-
tempt, accompanied by Mat-
thew Henson, a black man, and
four Eskimos ". April 1, 1945,
U.S. forces invaded Okinawa ".
April1,1946,400,OOOminework-
ers went on strike; other indus-
tries soon followed ". April 1,
1948, the U.S.S.R. began a land
blockade of Berlin's Allied sec-
tors ... April 4, 1968, Martin
Luther King, Jr.,39, was assassi-
nated in Memphis, Tenn.rjames
Earl Ray, an escaped convict,
pleaded guilty to the murder ".
April 2, 1995, an explosion in a
building in the city ofGaza killed
eight people, including a leader
of the military wing of Hamas,
or the Islamic Resistance Move-
ment, which opposed the ongo-
ing peace process between Is-
rael and the Palestine Liberation
Organization ". April 2, 1995,
owners of major-league baseball
tearns accepted the offer by play-
ers to take the field and end the
baseball strike ." April 3, 1995,
the U.S, dollar fell to 85.85
against the Japanese yen during
New York trading ,.. April 4,
1995, Francisco Duran, a resi-
dent of Colorado Springs, Colo.,
was convicted in federal court
in Washington, D.C., of attempt-
ing to assassinate President Bill
Clinton ". April 5, 1995, by a
vote of 246-188, the House of
Representatives approved a bill
that would cut taxes for indi-
vidualsandcorporations;a$500-
per-child tax credit for families
eantinglessthan $200,OOOwould
cut tax revenues by $105 billion
over five years ". AprilS, 1995,
Judge Lance Ito dismissed OJ
Simpson trial juror Jeanelle Har-
ris after she complained that the
jury had boken into factions sup-
porting the defendant's guilt or
innocence and that sheriff's
deputies assigned to the jurors
were fomenting racial discord,
® 1996 by King F",,/lUes Synd.
Answers to King Crossword
TACOS
GALORE
BROWN
Summer'
Session
June IV-July 26, 1996
For infonnation on Brown's
. Summer Session, call or write:
Office of Summer Studies
Box T • 133Waterman Street
Brown University
Providence, RI 02912-9120
(401) 863-7900 • Fax, (401) 863-7908
E-mail: Summer_Studies@Brownvm.Brown.edu
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For FREE
Delivery
Call 442-9383
•
DeUver:yHours;
Monday - Thursday
Friday & Saturday
Sunday
NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S
How You Lrxs PIzZA AT HOME
12" Medium p.
Thin or Regular
12" Pan Pizza
or Thick Crust................... .....$6.30
15" Large Pizza............ ,.... $7.45
15" Large Pan Pizza .......@........1.... $9.45
Extra Toppings
12" $1.00 ? . .
15" $1.50
Toppings Choices·
Pepperoni
Sausage
Ground Beef
Ham
Pineapple
Mushrooms
Tomato
~---------.,
• (10) Buffalo •
• • •• Wmgs •IWith the Purchase of I
• a large Pizza •
• •1 Only$2.99 IL .J
~---------.,'1 Saturday I
• Super Deal •
• •1 Large Cheese •
• Pi •• izza •
I only$5.00+Tax IL .J
r:---------.,•Friday Party Pac]
• •I 2 Large Cheese I
• Pizzas •
• 2 Liters of Coke •
• •: only$12.99+Tax I--L .I
Anch
Gree
Blac
Jalapeno
r---------.,
• Buffalo •
• W· •mgs
• •• 20 Wings - $8.50 I130Wings - $11.65.
• •L .J
~--------•Sunday ..
.Superffi
IDeal
• 2 MediumI Cheese Pizzas •
• •• only$8.99 +TaxJL _ Minimum order $5.00
3:00PM to MIDNIGHT
l1:80AM to 2;OOAM
11:00 AM to Midnight
.Submarines
12"sub and potato chips. $5.85
Zzesty Italian: Zzesty seasoning, Ham, Salami,
Peperoni, Cheese, Onion
Ham & Cheese: Ham, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato,
Onion, Oil & Vinegar
Club Sub: Turkey, Ham, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato,
Onion, Oil & Vinegar
Philly Steak: Philly Steak Blend, Zzesty Seasoning,
Cheese
Zzesty Meatball: Zzesty Seasoning, Meatball, Pizza
Sauce, Cheese
Vegi Sub: Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, Green
Pepper, Mushroom, Oil & Vinager
Turkey & Cheese: Turkey, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato,
Onion
Tuna Fish: Tuna Salad, Lettuce, Tomato
I
Free Add-Ons
Lettuce, Onion,Mayonnaise, Mustard, Balt &Pepper,
Oil &Vinager, Zzesty Sauce, Provolone Cheese
Add -Ons 12".....$ .50
Black Olives, Tomato, Green Peppers, Mushrooms,
Extra Cheese, Extra Meat, American Cheese
CALL FOR QUANTITY
DISCOUNTS AND FUND
RAISING PROMOTIONS
r--------.,IBEVERAGES
•
• SODAICoca-Cola Classic
• Diet Coke
• Sprite
•J Can $.75
• 1 Liter $1.50
•... ICED TEA
• Nestea $1.25
• 160z. Bottle
•L .J
...
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CAMEL
Sports Teams Hit the Road
for Break
Jason Salter
ACTING FEATURES EDITOR
"Every year over Spring Break,
Connecticut College athletic
teams travel to the far reaches of
the globe in search of cornpeti-
titm, training sites and warmer
weather. This year, several teams
migrated off campus over the
two week break and returned a
little tan, a little tired, but with
enough momentum to carry
them through the season.
Women's Track and Field took
two vans on a long trip down to
HiltonHead,SouthCarolinaand
then on to Atlanta, site of the
1996 Summer Olympics. They
practiced for a few days there
before continuing on to Atlanta.
White in Hilton Head, one high:
light of the trip was the surprise
appearance of 400 meter world
record holder, 'Butch Reynolds,
himself training for the upcom-
ing U.S. time trials. Several of
the athletes had an opportunity
to talk to him and watch him
train.
In their meet at Emory Uni-
versity, the team placed eighth
_t of 17 other division three
teams, The only other team from
the Northeast who also made
the trip was Amherst.
_"Traveling over break gives
us an opportunity to compete
against tearns that we wouldn't
normally compete against. For
example, one of the strongest
tearns in division three, Baldwin
Wallace was there and ended
up winning the meet," said Ned
Bishop, head coach of the
women's track team.
Another highlight for the team
was the qualification of Kerry
Newhall for a NCAA in javelin
throwing 125' 5".
"All of the other events other
than running benefit from the
warmer weather. It's great to
get away and have a project that
everybody works on. It's not all
about athletics alone, it's all a
very positive experience,"
added Bishop.
Following them South, bu tnot
with the track team, was the
Women's Lacrosse team who
played several games, in Hilton
Head, South Carolina' over the
break.
Head coach Anne Parmenter
echoed Bishop's comments of
warmer weather and team bond-
ing and added, "we are able to
play games that are outside of
theelevenregularseasongames.
NESCACforbids us to play more
than that in a season, this way,
we get to travel, play different
tearns and get warmed up for
the season."
The men's track team packed
their bags for an even warmer
cJimatethan thesouthern United
States, Venezuela. Thirty nine
track team members as well as
tennis players made the trip to
Porta la Cruz to combine both
work and play. The team sup-
plied the funds for this relatively
inexpensive trip because of ex-
change rates.
U In addition to the excellent
training we were able to do, the
athletes learned about a differ-
ent culture at a kind of a socio-
cultural sporting event. Some of
them, who spoke Spanish were
able to converse with the Ven-
ezuelans, it was all a very posi-
tiveexperience," said head coach
William Wuyke.
"Most of us would have just
sat around over break, but this
way, the team got to get together
and get some good training
New strike zone
SOURCE: Major League Baseball
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done, as well as some relaxing,"
said Ted Svehlik, sophomore on
the team.
The men's lacrosse team
rounded out the worldly excur-
sions with a trip to Colorado.
With less than predictable
weather, the. team was lUCkYto
have beautiful 60 degree
weather on the days of theirthree
games. The team returned vic-
torious sweeping all of the tearns
they played. University of Colo-
rado, normally good competi-
tion for the. te"f): {ell 19-2 to the
Camels. Colorado College, an-
other team that might have
posed a threat by being tradi-
tionally ranked in the top tearns
also collapsed against the trav-
eling teams, 14-10:Their third
game against Uruversity of Den-
ver was close to begin with, but, "
eventually the men's lacrosse
team dominated'the game, win-
ning 18-7.,
"I last nine seniors last year,
and. gained 12 freshman. They
iive the team depth and this ttip
gave me the opportunity to test
their abilities and I was very
impressed. This kind of trip has
no girlfr.ie.nd~, no friends
around, no classes to worry
about. It is the perfect coaching
envirorunent to a captive audi-
ence for a few weeks before they
return to classes. I got a lot ac-
complished and it was very ben-
eficial for the team as a whole,"
explained head coach Fran
Shields.
In an effort to educate and
train theirteams, coaches will
go to great lengths and distances
at Connecticut College. From
Colorado to Venezuela, they
played, ran, jumped and worked
their hearts out, what did you
do over break?
Sports Quiz:
1. Who was the first son in
baseball to play for a team man-
aged by his father?
2. On what day of the week is
the Super Bowl always played
on?
3. On what holiday is the In-
dianapolis 500 run on?
4. How many umpires handle
a regular-season major league
baseball game?
5.Whatbaseballteamwasrou-
linely called "dem bums" by its
frustrated fans?
Sports Quiz Answers:
1. Earl Mack, 1910 Philadel-
phia A's, managed by his father,
Connie Mack; 2. Sunday; 3. Me-
morial Day;4. four; 5. the Brook-
lyn Dodgers.
Women's track
'starts outdoor
season with success
by Angela Grande and Kate
Wilson
THE COLLEGE VOICE
The Connecticut College
Women's Track and Field team
saw a lot of hard training payoff
in their first two meets of the
year.
Sophomore Kerry Newhall
only needed one throw of the
javelin in the first outdoor track
meet of the season to break a
school record and to qualify her-
self for the NCAA champion-
ship track meet to be held May
22-25 at North Central College
in Chicago, Illinois. Newhall's
throw of 125' 5" at the Emory
University Spring Break Invita-
tional made her the first woman
on the team to qualify for na-
tionals in two years. With this
record-breakingthrow,Newhall
has also qualified for the New
England and ECAC champion-
ship meets.
Newhall is joined by team,
members who also qualified for
championship meets at Emory
over spring break or at the
Wesleyan Invitational held yes-
terday. Twelve women quali-
fied for the New England cham-
pionship meet and five quali-
fied for the ECAC champion-
ship meet.
At the Wesleyan Invitational
yesterday, Conn finished second
out of seven teams, beating ri-
vals such as Coast Guard and
Brandeis. Host team Wesleyan
finished first at the meet.
In the individual events, first-
place winners included sopho-
more Kate Stellitano who won
both the discus and the shot put
events. Stellitano now has the
third most points scored by a
female track and field athlete in
Connecticut College history in
only her second year of colle-
giate-level competition.
Stellitano also placed second in
the hammer event and fourth in
the javelin to finish out a great
day. Freshman Raven Hartog
won the pole vault competition.
Hartog is the first woman from
Conn to compete in this event.
She established a school record
at 8'. Other victories included
Major league umpires have been lold to
expand the strike zone this season. The
new oimensions:
Top of a
shoulders ~~V--I' I., Strike¥ W zone
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Home plate
Kerry Newhall, who won the
javelin event, and junior Sherri
Schultz in the 400m race. Senior
Meghan Clay finished first in
the 5000m event.
Other people who captured
places in their events include
junior Angela Grande who was
second in the 400m hurdles and
fourth in the 100m hurdles.
Freshman Kristie Alcock and
sophomoreNikeyaKellytiedfor
third in the high jump. Sopho-
more Latoya Marshfinished sec-
ond in the BOOm. Freshman Liza
Richards got fourth in the 5000m
race. Cynthia Gordon, also a
freshman, finished in fourth
place in the triple jump. Fresh-
man Carlene Brown placed
fourth in the 100m. Karen
Menendez, a senior, got fourth
place in the 400m and was sixth
inthe2oomevent. RavenHartog
finished fifth in the 100m
hurdles. Freshman Sarah
Feinberg, competing in her first
meet at Conn, placed fifth in the
100m. Sherri Schultz was fifth
in the 400m hurdles. Kerry
Newhall got sixth in the discus.
Lindy Graham, a sophomore,
finished sixth in the triple jump
and also was sixth in the long
jump.
The relay tearns had a good
day as well. All three relay tearns
finished in second place. The
4XlOOm relay team included
Sarah Feinberg, Karen
Menendez, Latoya Marsh, and
Carlene Brown. Latoya Marsh,
Sherri Schultz, Otsile Gaetsaloe,
Karen Menendez made up the
4X4OOmteam. The4XBOOmteam
was lead by Laura Willsey, Trilla
Abraham, Kristie Alcock, and
Meghan Clay.
Many athletes had personal
recordsbroken in the meet. They
included junior Karen
Norenberg (3000m), sopho-
mores Keira Hamilton (100m),
Otsile Gaetsaloe (400m), Lindy
Graham (long jump) and Kerri
Newhall (javelinl.and freshmen
CynthiaGordon(l00mhurdles),
Jjais Forde (200m), and Laura
Willsey (l500m).
The Conn women will try to
top the successes of the first two
meets next weekend when they
compete at the Tufts Invitational.
